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Time : 3 hours
Full Marks : 80

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Answer from both the Groups as directed.

Group - A
(Compulsory)

Answer all questions.

2x10 = 20

1. How many volumes does Encyclopaedia of Islam have?

- 30 (a)
- 28 (b)
- 26 (c)
- 24 (d)

(Turn over)
Who is the Publisher of Encyclopaedia of Islam?

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Whose Urdu translation of Dayare-Marif-e-Islamia?

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

How many volumes are there of Dayare-Marif-e-Islamia?

(a) 12

Contd.
15 (b)
7 (c)
11 (d)

What is Kitabul-fehrist? (v)

(a) بخاری
(b) انس
(c) المتنی
(d) پاپیروس

What type of description is given in Nuzhatul-Khawatir? (vi)

(a) تحلیلی
(b) نامه‌ای
(c) کتابی
(d) درسی

(Turn over) (3) EL - 38/2
Who is the author of Nuzhatul-Khawatir?

(a) عربی
(b) مصری
(c) تشکیر
(d) اردو

What is the language of Al-Alam?

(a) عربی
(b) مصری
(c) تشکیر
(d) اردو

Who is the author of Tazkaaratul-al-Alam?

(a) عربی
(b) مصری

Contd. (4)
How many Ulamas have been mentioned in "Tazkira-Ulemae-Hind"?

232 (a)
469 (b)
649 (c)
496 (d)

Group - B

Answer any four questions.

What is the name of the book of Molvi Rahman Ali? Explain contribution of Shah Waliullah or Qaazi Hameeduddin Nagori in the education field?
How to collect the information in Tazkirah-Ulema-e-Hind? Would this Academic Pursuit emerge as the source of illumination? Is it competent in their modern age?

Give details of educational contribution of Mollana Abdul Hai.

Discuss about the writer of Nuzhatul Khawatir and brief introduction of the book.

Discuss about the Tazkira-e-Ulama-e-Hind by Rahman Ali and its advantages to Islamic Scholar.

Contd.
What is Dayare-Marife-Islamia? Give in detail.

15

How far Alzerikli as an author of Al-Alam is successful in among the Scholar of Islamic world in your own word?

15

What types of reference tools are descripted in organisation of oriental library?

9

What is the important role in the development of Oriental Library Encyclopaedia Play?

15
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